
TO INCREASE  

AS AN INFLUENCER
                            ENGAGEMENT

5 WAYS

G R O A T H 



1 RAZOR SHARP FOCUS

Be clear on who your listeners, followers and watchers are. You can

do this by creating user profiles for each audience category. Think

about where they live, where they shop and what their aspirations

are. It's common for influencers to sit across several different niches

but by focusing more energy on your top 3 you give yourself the

chance to really connect with your key audiences 

2 CREATE A
STRONG IDENTITY
Who are you? Yes we know you post cute travel pics but what else?

Don't be afraid to bring your whole self to the table. Background,

experiences, life lessons; these are the thing that make you stand out

from every other travel blogger with a full passport book and a page

full of filtered sunsets. This identity should also come across

strongly in your media kit and all other external communications 

3 GET INTERACTIVE 

We know social media platforms encourage users to trial their new

features; what we don't quite know is exactly how the algorithm

chooses who takes the top spot. One thing we can bet on when it

comes to influence is that video recommendations are 4x more

likely to convert watchers into believers. In other words jump on

live, create more video content, ask questions and watch the credits

roll in...

4 STAY ON TREND
You're a trend setter not a follower! But you still need to know

what's going on in the world, your industry and the world around

you. Have an opinion, put your own spin on things and keep it your

content fresh and relevant



5 BE ENGAGING! 
Sounds like an obvious one but it takes two to tango, DMs, comments and a

genuine desire to join key conversations will take you a lot further on the road to

high quality maximum engagement and whilst it's not realistic to spend hours

liking and commenting there are lots of automation tools that can help you scale

this activity and make your followers feel valued.

65% 
of Influencer Marketing

budgets increased in 2020, so

now is a better time than ever to

up your digital creator game. 
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